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Another Look Back at COVID—In Anger

Bill Holter said of my last article: A Look Back at Covid—In Anger, that I was politely 
saying: "It's all bullshit"—which is the case. But, like poker where you need 'jacks or 
better' to open, 'bullshit', in the 'dictate-control' game is the opening for something far 
more sinister. To understand this, we need only remember renowned scientists and 
physicians being attacked and de-licensed for nothing more than stating the obvious.

Evil, admixed with 'bullshit', makes the whole package. 100s of 1000s of severe ad-
verse reactions are being dismissed as 'one-offs' by doctors who get their information 
from the mainstream, where few 'vaccinated infections/adverse reactions make news.

What will likely make the news are findings from immunologists/virologists: that we 
are at a beginning stage, wherein the 'injected' get sick, again and again. A process in 
which the 'vaccinated' function as a lab for a virus seeking an infection path from nose/
throat into the exhausted or non-existent, immune-response lungs of the 'vaccinated'. 
And when those who have been 'duped' realize the lethal implications, that's game on.   

Surveys of 'vaccinated' families allegedly indicate about the same number of Covid 
deaths as 'vaccine' deaths. Meanwhile, insurance companies cite a 40% rise in 'all-
cause mortality' but, in the search for cause, they fail to look at the 'vaccines'. 

Does this go unmentioned for the same reason that social networks take down any-
thing that challenges established mRNA narrative? Do the powers that be fear how 
much damage and death will be laid at the feet of drug companies and health agen-
cies? Do the elite fear that their denial of 'adverse reactions' and 'death' are being ex-
posed by Germany announcing 100s of 1000s of significant averse relations in its pop-
ulation? Or, re-adjusting VAERS numbers by a factor of 41 to 328K US deaths, is fact? 

To explain the rapid increase in dead Americans, without pointing to the 'vaccines'—
nothing else comes to mind. It can't be Covid because most of the deaths occur in the 
18/64 age group, where risk of death is low. It can't be in those who died because they 
opted for deferred-treatment, because that phenomena would show a gradual rise in 
mortality. But this rise happened suddenly, and coincides with the 'vaccine' timeline.

If the 'vaccines' are responsible for this genocide, how could that have happened? 
The drug makers didn't perform requisite tests before injecting, and before adverse 
symptoms appeared. They needed to have been on the side of the public and allowed 
doctors to experiment with 'in use' drugs to fight the epidemic. And, in concurrence with 



historical protocol, each health agency test needed to be judged against natural immu-
nity or acquired immunity. But, showing unconcern for Americans, they did none of that. 

What tests they did were spurious: Pfizer, allegedly, rather than follow-up on a 
placebo group, disbanded the group and inoculated them. As a result we got the same 
emergency-use 'vaccine' that killed animals in animal trials—with relative and absolute 
numbers from Pfizer, purportedly extrapolated from the 1% that got any test benefit.

What was the result? A supposedly localized 'vaccine', reputed to stay in the arm, af-
ter 1/4 of an hour, ends-up massed in the ovaries and the heart. This was not sup-
posed to happen, so now, as they decry/deny 'vaccines' as responsible for rampant 
myocarditis in young men and reproductive havoc in women—are we to believe them?

They gain no credibility with denials of 'vaccines' as the cause for 'all cause mortality' 
in Canada. In Alberta, 2 years ago SAD (Sudden Adult Death), which translates to 'we 
don't know how he died', was number 10 on the list of 'all cause mortality', @500 per 
year. 2 year's later SAD has become the No.1 cause of unexplained deaths, @3500 
per year. Supporting Alberta, Manitoba, an adjacent province, shows similar findings..

Before the magnitude of this Covid farce became clear, I, along with some doctors 
and scientists I follow, assumed health agencies were on our side: Before riding a mo-
torcycle to Tierra Del Fuego, I got the complete hepatitis panel (later learning that my 
neuropathy may be the result?). But many others are less fortunate than I have been.

Today, a young friend told me that before attending college, his girlfriend was re-
quired to get a barrage of shots—some of which are boosters for shots received as a 
child. Without getting into an injection litany, I want to bring a question about childhood 
autism, because mRNA (illegality), requires that we question the whole vaccine array.

When I would hear parents sound-off about how autism in their kids might be linked 
to vaccines, I balked, because I lacked their skepticism, and life experience. But now 
there is reason for skepticism. Autism has progressed from 1 in 100K, to 1 in 30 (not 1 
in 30K). It's more prevalent in boys and purportedly charts a graph and result to some-
time in the early 2030s, showing 1 in 2 boys will be autistic. But it's not from vaccines?

Articles in mainstream press explain it away as science having better tools to diag-
nose autism than in decades past. But this is not about tools/science—this is about in-
sanity. 1 in 100,000 had autism—then 1 in 30, on the way to 1 in 2? Kids all around us 
with autism, and because we had inferior means of detection nobody noticed? Please.  

Do we file what's going on with the health agencies under medicine or tyranny? Do 
we think they purposely developed the virus, making possible a lab-leak—or not a 
leak? Lastly, was this ripping away of our freedom done with top-down coordination?      

From my view, they purposely funded development of the virus, made possible the 
lab leak, then put the same persons in charge of the pandemic who made it possible.

What about top-down coordination? There's some, but Schwab, Birx, and Fauci, 
though to some extent 'feudalism initiators', are more likely opportunistic morons. And 
those of us who see ourselves as under a global yoke are likely the same ones who 
were unable to break-away and establish independence from over-riding parents.   

As Americans, we need to use diplomatic means to inform our leaders that the pow-
er resides with the citizens. Failing that, we assure them we are their nemesis, for a re-
turn to the Bill of Rights—duty-bound to take back our freedom by any and all means.  
My fiction can be read at neverhadaboss.com. Contrarians can subscribe to my arti-
cles: erik@neverhadaboss.com. I appreciate your email comments. Thanks for reading


